Thompson Taraz

Specialist Fund Management

Alternative investment fund (AIF) management services
Depositary services
Fund advisory services
Chartered Accountancy services

“Thompson Taraz is a
leader in the effective
management and
administration of alternative
investment funds.”
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About us

Thompson Taraz
In a highly specialised sector, Thompson
Taraz is a leader in the effective
management and administration of
alternative investment funds. It’s a business
we know a great deal about and one in
which, over the years, we have a built up a
wealth of knowledge and experience that
we bring to our clients.
Our strategic industry knowledge and
operational expertise has helped some of
the UK's well established alternative
investment fund providers to bring their
projects to fruition. This expertise coupled
with a focus on customer service, means that
our clients stay with us for the long term.

Alternative investment fund
management services,
Depositary services,
Fund advisory services,
Chartered Accountancy services.
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Clients

Clients come first
At Thompson Taraz, we specialise in the

Underpinning good service is our bespoke

provision of alternative investment fund

IT system and extranet - a service provided

management and administration services,

to clients, investors and their advisors. This

also offering a private equity and real

not only provides a reliable, fast, flexible

estate depositary service and a full range

and secure service but also one that can

of fund support services, from consultancy

manage funds with a handful of investors

through to a complete outsourced fund

or a much larger investor group.

administration package.
Our experience, expertise and resources
mean that we are equipped to offer these
services consistently to our clients regardless
of the increasingly complex regulatory and
legislative market environment. We are a
trusted business partner for our clients,
adding commercial value through a range of
services. We don’t just look at the short term
and neither do we focus only on time-basis
charging. Instead we agree with you a
simple, transparent, lifetime fee arrangement
that allows us to apply the support that is
required to create a bespoke service for you.

“We have been instructed
to administer investments
in excess of £2 billion.”
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Experience

An experienced partner
Thompson Taraz has a proven track record in

team who are working with you on your

the management and administration of

transaction. We can offer you the benefit

alternative investment funds. The firm was

of their specialist experience gained

established in 1993 as a Chartered

through many years in the sector and from

Accountancy practice specialising in property

working with many of the leading

and collective investments. Since then, we

professional advisory firms in the UK. We

have grown to become one of the largest

have strong links with a wide network of

independent providers in our sector of fund

legal, finance, taxation, asset management,

management and associated administration

property and other professionals in London,

services in the UK.

the UK and abroad.

As our services are provided by entities
that are either regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority or the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in England and
Wales, you can be assured of our
professional integrity, independence and
objectivity when dealing with your business
– relevant to all aspects of fund
management but especially vital if you are
considering using our depositary services.
Our directors and senior managers all liaise
directly with clients and you will always have
direct access to the members of our senior

“Thompson Taraz has
proven expertise in
investment funds.”
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“We offer clients a
highly personalised and
tailored fund support
service in a cost
efficient manner.”
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Choice

Specialist services
Our experience, strategic advice and

Alternative investment fund management

in-house resources enable us to offer an

services

end-to-end fund support service; from

• Acting for funds within our areas of

providing fund structuring, set-up, finance

expertise of real estate and private equity

and tax advice at the planning stage
through to the final distribution of funds
and the dissolution of fund vehicles. Every

Unregulated fund services

client is unique; our aim is to work with you

• Structuring advice

to configure the right combination of
elements from the service areas which most
appropriately meets your needs.

• Tax planning advice
• Annual financial tax reporting

Alternative investment fund administration

• Investor acceptance and registration
(as transfer agent)

• Periodic and ad hoc reporting to investors
• Transaction support
• Final distributions and fund vehicle
dissolution (as Liquidating Trustee)

Private equity AIF depositary services

• Custody and verification of assets
• Monitoring of bank accounts and cash
• Fund transaction monitoring
• Oversight of operations (systems and
procedures)

• Legal team liaison
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Fund management

Alternative investment fund
management services
Thompson Taraz provides management and

We maintain and manage your fund’s

administration for a wide range of

investor database and ensure that you, your

alternative investment funds, from

professional advisors and associated

property, private equity, and energy funds

financial advisors are kept fully up-to-date

to Enterprise Investment Scheme funds.

on all investor communications. Our client

Complying with the Alternative Investment

extranet allows you and your investors real

Fund Managers Directive legislation, we

time access to fund information and

work with fund principals and their

reporting from anywhere in the world,

professional advisors to provide bespoke,

quickly, simply and securely.

"value-added" advice and services.
We can manage all investor relations and
reporting on your behalf from routine
financial reporting to periodic or
non-routine communications. We offer
a comprehensive service to investors in
your fund :

• Transfers of interests in funds
• Dealing with investor enquiries
• Preparing and issuing periodic statements
• Sending status reports to investors
• Preparing and issuing tax certificates
• Preparing and circulating audited accounts
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Value optimisation
Commercial know-how
Tax and regulatory
expertise
Asset disposal
Dissolution of fund vehicles
Achievement of
investment goals
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Professional team
creation
Situation and risk analysis
Tax efficient fund structuring
Financial modelling
Asset acquisition
Legislative guidance
Tax and business planning
Corporate finance advice
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Investor database
management
Analysed, aggregated
information
Clear, concise, prompt
information delivery
Secure client extranet
Flexible, scalable services
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Client acceptance process
Issuing of units
Transfers of holdings
Distributions to investors
Technical support
and advice
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FCA and ICAEW regulated
Assurance and compliance
Periodic and ad hoc
statements
Audited accounts
Tax certification

COMMUNICATION
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Depositary

Depositary services
Thompson Taraz's depositary service – or

team and senior personel who are regulated

private equity alternative investment fund

by the Institute of Chartered Accountants

depositary service, to give it its full name -

in England and Wales and therefore

is focused on safeguarding the assets of a

subject to the highest professional and

fund, monitoring its cash and overseeing its

ethical standards.

operations, all independently of the fund's
manager. We believe that our experience

Our depositary services comply with the

of operating funds over the last ten years

Alternative Investment Fund Managers

together with our Chartered Accountancy

Directive.

and audit background enable us to bring a
high degree of skill and independence to
the role of depositary.
We bring to the role a depth of
understanding of professional systems,
quality controls and compliance processes.
We draw on a wealth of accounting and
business advisory experience to deliver a
depositary service which is of value to a
range of UK-based funds and their
fund managers.
The depositary service is provided through a
Thompson Taraz entity which is also
regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. It draws on our multi-disciplinary
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Fund advice

Specialist fund
advisory services
We have many years of experience in the

range of areas. From due diligence and

alternative investment funds sector and we

financial modelling through to complex

have found that at key stages of a fund's

structures and financing, our highly

life – most notably its establishment and

experienced team can provide or arrange help.

dissolution – clients particularly value the
specialist fund advice that we offer.

Fund tax advice
We work with fund principals to design

Experience has shown us that, early on in a
fund's life, time spent ensuring the most
appropriate structure and mode of

fund structures that are tax efficient and
appropriate to the investor base, while
seeking to ensure that risks are minimised.

operation is seldom wasted. Tax planning
advice – which we offer through highly

Fund establishment and dissolution

qualified in-house specialists – also serves to
shape and direct the course of the fund's

Fund establishment and dissolution are

life. At the other end of the lifecycle,

often the times of most risk and opportunity

advice on fund distributions and fund

for added value in the life of a fund.

vehicle dissolution help our clients to

Through good quality advice and careful

focus on achieving the best outcome for

implementation we work with fund

their investors.

principals and other stakeholders to ensure
a smooth and reliable process during these

We like to work with clients who take a

intensive and rapidly changing phases of

long-term view and share our commitment

activity. At the outset this can include the

to combining commercial ambition with a

set up of structures, receipt and

prudent, practical approach to fund

reconciliation of monies, issuing of units,

structure, transaction management and

VAT and other tax registrations, setting up

taxation. Our multi-disciplinary professional

of bank accounts and a range of other time

team can help you plan for every aspect

consuming and often complex activities.

from fund establishment to dissolution of

At the fund dissolution stage this can

the fund vehicle.

include structuring of disposals, investor
consents and meetings, purchaser due

Corporate finance advice

diligence, acting as attorney, disbursement
of proceeds, exit tax planning and reporting,

Our knowledge of asset or vehicle

and liquidating of structures.

acquisitions, mergers, joint ventures and
structuring allows us to advise clients in a
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Accountancy

Chartered Accountancy
services
Thompson Taraz was established as a

through to financial management and

Chartered Accountancy practice in 1993 and

control reporting.

is regulated by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW).
The disciplines, regulations and integrity
of a Chartered Accountancy practice
underpin most of what we do and allow us
to offer our fund management clients a
wide range of tax, advisory and accounting
services.

Assurance, reporting and compliance
Understanding and controlling risk is
fundamentally important for the survival
and commercial success of any business.
Our approach focuses on understanding
your organisation and concentrates on
the key business and financial risks facing
it. We offer a range of assurance and

Business tax planning

reporting services.

Our in-house tax professionals can assist with
a range of matters including income and
corporation tax, VAT and capital taxes. We
are experienced in managing highly complex
group structures and cross-border investments
particularly those involving a wide variety of
collective investment fund vehicles.
Business advisory
We provide a wide range of business
advisory services to clients, from structuring
and modelling and business planning,

“We are experienced in
dealing with
complex structures.”
14
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Information Technology

Effective communications
Information Technology systems and

investors, but they also have direct sight of it

processes built upon years of experience is

prior to its distribution enabling them to

the foundation of good quality fund

anticipate and manage any potential

administration and communication. At

investor enquiries.

Thompson Taraz our intranet and extranet
systems have developed over time to

For investors, the extranet facility provides

manage high and increasing volumes of

access to clear, concise and prompt

communications and investors.

communications. Our facility means that
they have access to reports and

Our ethos centres on ensuring that

documentation, including tax information,

information is securely available to those

linked to their investment and can normally

who need it, when they need it and with the

access it and download it directly.

minimum of fuss and effort. Developed with
proprietary software, our client extranet
facility is a highly efficient tool that allows
documentation and communication to be
looked up and accessed on demand from
anywhere in the world at any time. The
system is password secured with multiple
level access according to user.
For our fund principals and financial
intermediaries, this means not only can they
track the information that has been sent to

“Our IT platform makes information
accessible to over 7,000 individual
investors and 300 financial advisors.”
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Alternative investment fund
management services,
Depositary services,
Fund advisory services,
Chartered Accountancy services.
This brochure refers to alternative investment funds and unregulated collective investment schemes which, pursuant to Section
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238 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, cannot be promoted to the general public. Both Thompson Taraz Collectives
Limited and Thompson Taraz Managers Limited manage and operate a number of unregulated collective investment schemes.

Alternative investment funds
• Real estate
• Private equity
• Energy
• The Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS)
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Thompson Taraz

47 Park Lane
London
W1K 1PR
T: 020 7907 8777
F: 020 7907 8770
info@thompsontaraz.co.uk
www.thompsontaraz.co.uk

Thompson Taraz is an affiliate member of the Association of Real Estate Funds.
Thompson Taraz Depositary Limited is an affiliate member of DATA.

Thompson Taraz Depositary Limited and Thompson Taraz Managers Limited are authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Thompson Taraz LLP is registered to carry out audit work in the UK by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales.
This document is not a financial promotion but may relate to certain activities carried out by or for
regulated firms. You should take appropriate advice from a person appropriately authorised and
qualified before engaging in any regulated activity.

